
The ClearOne Flexible Educational Cameras Curriculum Guide helps

educators maximize teaching and create the ultimate learning environment with

innovative lessons developed for use with a variety of educational cameras.

SALES BRIEF

Curriculum Guide

Educat ional  Cameras

EXPANDING POSSIBILITIES IN THE CLASSROOM

The ClearOne Flexible Educational Cameras Curriculum Guide is
packed with creative lessons and ideas for any educational camera
that features built-in USB capabilities or can be used with a USB
adapter. The guide begins with a comprehensive camera overview
and helpful usage instructions, followed by software information

and lab suggestions for an incredible variety of science topics
and activities. The Teacher Support section includes tips on lab
preparation and procedures, as well as data collection and analysis.
Overall, the guide is an indispensable tool for enhancing education
in the science classroom.

� Features numerous easy-to-access classroom activities
and ideas that are ready to copy and hand out to the
class with no further development required

� Provides a comprehensive camera overview and helpful
usage instructions

� Comes with software information and specific lab
suggestions

� Clearly communicates installation and operational
instructions for ClearOne Educational Cameras

� Includes a Teacher Support section with tips on
preparation, data collection and analysis

� Outlines curriculum applications that correlate to the
National Science Education Standards

� Works with cameras featuring built-in USB capabilities
or with a USB adapter

ADVANCED PRODUCT FEATURES

Your Educational Camera can do more than you ever imagined.
And the ClearOne Flexible Education Cameras Curriculum
Guide gives you all you need to maximize it in the classroom.
The Arcsoft® image-capture software (a $100 value), which is
included with ClearOne’s USB adapter and USB compatible
cameras, links to online resources providing even more
classroom activities. The Curriculum Guide takes a lot of the
work out of lesson planning with specific classroom ideas to
improve student learning and interaction.

PRODUCT APPLICATIONS
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CLEARONE TECHNOLOGY AT WORK

All You Need for USB Connectivity

The USB adapter, a convenient,
affordable alternative to an installed
video-capture card, lets you connect
your ClearOne Educational Camera to
a PC or Macintosh to easily display
and edit video and audio. It comes
with an attached USB cable and four
connectors: an audio connector, a
composite-video connector, an S-video
connector and a video pass-through
connector. It also includes easy-to-use
video and photo-imaging software for
capturing audio and still images and
using them to create video and other
multimedia projects.

FLEXIBLE EDUCATIONAL CAMERAS

The ClearOne Flexible Educational Cameras Curriculum Guide is the perfect
complement to any of the following cameras:

FlexCam® iCam

The multipurpose FlexCam® iCam offers simple microscope compatibility, quick and
easy document display, and video-only desktop presentations — all at an affordable
price. Requires a USB adapter to most effectively utilize the Curriculum Guide.

FlexCam® iCam Digital

The multipurpose microscope-compatible FlexCam® iCam Digital features dual
output and easily connects to a PC, Macintosh®, television or LCD projector for
sharing documents, lab specimens and video.

FlexCam® USB

The portable, high-quality FlexCam® USB is a multipurpose, microscope-compatible
camera that easily connects to a PC or Macintosh via built-in USB cable for recording,
editing, and sharing images, video and audio.

StudentCam®

The feature-rich StudentCam® is microscope compatible, features a C-mount lens and enables
the detailed sharing of documents, images, video and audio with advanced lighting effects.
Requires a USB adapter to most effectively utilize the Curriculum Guide.

TeachCam®

The powerful, microscope-compatible TeachCam® offers superior-quality image display,
enables clear audio and video sharing, and features a built-in IllumaBase® light
source as well as advanced lighting and color controls. Requires a USB adapter to
most effectively utilize the Curriculum Guide.


